Poetry, music help teen cope
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Griffin suffered a vertebrae artery
dissection, a tear in one of the
inner layers of the artery resulting in
a decrease in blood flow, but he was
out of the hospital by the third day.
This wasn't the only change, for
Griffin is now up for two days for
on three, and he was not able to
Griffin said he has a number of
comings off his 2013 album.

Griffin's family was present at
Griffin's show, with his parents,
uncle, and several aunts and
cousins in attendance. The
Griffin's family was grateful for
the support they received from the
community, especially from the
Cape May Star and Wave
readers who pledged money
through their GoFundMe page.

The money will be used to
support Griffin's medical
expenses and cover the cost of
his new album, which is due later
this year.

Griffin's family would like to
thank everyone who donated and
supported them during this
time of need.
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